EDESIX VIDEOMANAGER
COMPLETE BODY WORN CAMERA MANAGEMENT
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SECURE, SCALABLE AND ONLINE
Edesix provides you with VideoManager, the most advanced
software tool for managing video footage, system users, and
your suite of wearable cameras.
This browser-based back-office gives you complete control
over your entire complement of cameras, the footage they
record, and other evidence collected by third-party cameras.
Edesix’s solution can be adapted to your organisation’s
needs. VideoManager makes it easy for remote workers,
large corporations, and small businesses to compile and
organise their footage.

BROWSER-BASED INTERFACE WITH REACTIVE DESIGN
VideoManager offers state-of-the-art accessibility, all from a web-based interface;
you can use VideoManager from your laptop, tablet, or smartphone, with no
need for additional downloads. It can be licensed or hosted, depending on your
organisation’s needs.
As with Edesix’s VideoBadge and VideoTag products, VideoManager is designed to
be used with minimal training due to its intuitive interface.

SOPHISTICATED CAMERA MANAGEMENT
VideoManager gives administrators meticulous control over their suite of
VideoBadges and VideoTags, through a variety of profiles and settings.
A device profile dictates power management, recording behaviour and video
settings, while a WiFi profile controls which networks a device will connect to while
streaming.

GRANULAR SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROLS
VideoManager allows administrators to apply roles to users - these roles dictate
which aspects of the interface users can see and which actions they can perform.
This ensures that workers only have access to tools which are relevant to them.
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ONE-CLICK REDACTION
Edesix offers advanced footage editing
tools, without additional costs or training
requirements.
Create evidence-ready footage whilst protecting
the identity of innocent bystanders, using our
integrated crop and redaction tools.
VideoManager NEVER modifies or
overwrites your original footage.

SECURE VIDEO SHARING
Users can share videos with other operators in the system, to streamline workflow
while ensuring that only relevant footage is accessed.
People outside the VideoManager system can be given access links, which allow
them to see recorded footage for a predetermined length of time.

ONSTREAM (INTEGRATION WITH VMS)
VideoManager enables WiFi-connected VideoBadge or VideoTag cameras to present
streams and recorded footage directly into your Video Management System (VMS) even when connected via a 4G hotspot.
To make VMS integration simpler, we implement ONVIF Profile S and ONVIF G
interfaces, which enable streaming and historic footage retrieval, respectively.

ENHANCED PRIVACY CONTROLS
VideoManager is designed with security in mind. Access control keys prevent
devices from connecting to unauthorised versions of VideoManager, two-factor
authentication prompts users to enter a code provided by an authenticator app
before logging in, and a comprehensive audit log details every action performed on
the system.
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REMOTE-SITE ACCESS
If an instance of VideoManager is configured as a site centre, other instances
of VideoManager can be connected to it as “sites” - this allows the central
VideoManager to view the sites’ interfaces and playback controls.
Administrators can also see the status of VideoBadges and VideoTags across sites.

FULL AUDIT TRAILS
Every aspect of VideoManager is audited, including when users access the system,
and which devices are connected.
These audit logs cannot be edited by users, and are available to download for
offline viewing.

FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE
VideoManager is completely scalable, and can be used with an organisation of
any size. Built-in features such as the ability to bulk edit incidents make it easy to
manage an entire organisation’s footage with the click of a button.
RFID readers enable the quick and audited allocation of deivces to a large pool of
users.

CLOUD SERVICE
VideoManager is also available as a cloud service. For more information, please
contact sales@edesix.com.
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